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Animation of the human left temporal lobe. Language recognition. The left temporal lobe holds the primary auditory cortex, which is
important for the processing of semantics in both speech and vision in humans.Wernicke's area]], which spans the region between
temporal and parietal lobes, plays a key role (in tandem with Broca's area in the frontal lobe) in speech comprehension.[7] The functions
of the left temporal lobe.Â Another less common type of inferior temporal lobe damage is prosopagnosia which is an impairment in the
recognition of faces and distinction of unique individual facial features.[9]. Damage specifically to the anterior portion of the left temporal
lobe can cause savant syndrome.[10]. Disorders.Â Suggestions. Inferior temporal gyrus. Encyclopedia Article. Earlier studies suggest
that the inferior temporal (IT) cortex of the monkey plays a key role in color discrimination. Here, we examined the quantitative
relationship between color judgment in monkeys and the responses of color-selective neurons in the anterior part of the IT cortex (area
TE) by comparing neuronal activity and behavior recorded simultaneously while the monkeys performed a color-judgment task.Â We
investigated immediate repetition effects in the recognition of famous faces by recording event-related brain potentials (ERPs) and
reaction times (RTs). Participants recognized celebrities' faces that were preceded by either the more. At recognition, participants made
yesÂ±no recognition judgments in four di erent conditions.Â In the present study, we asked whether there are brain regions, in
particular in the medial temporal lobe (MTL), whose involvement in episodic memory for common objects changes depending on
whether the objects are encountered as two-dimensional pictures or as printed words. We compared picture and word processing at
encoding and at retrieval in order to determine whether there are format-speci c e ects that may be associated with distinct neural
correlates at each stage of processing. There is evidence from lesion studies in patients who underwent unilateral anterior temporal
lobectomy that sp

